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Seed for general rotating non-extremal black holes of N = 8 supergravity
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We describe the most general asymptotically flat, stationary, non-extremal, dyonic black hole of
the four-dimensionalN = 2 supergravity coupled to 3 vector multiplets that describes the low-energy
regime of the STU model. Under U-dualities, this can be used as a seed to generate all single-centered
stationary black holes of N = 8 supergravity. The independent conserved charges are the mass,
angular momentum, four electric charges and four magnetic charges; an independent NUT charge
can also be added. Several aspects of the black hole are presented, including thermodynamics, the
BPS limit, the near-horizon limit in the extremal fast and slow rotating cases, properties of black
hole horizons, the existence of Killing tensors and the separability of probe scalars.
PACS numbers: 04.65.+e,04.70.-s,11.25.-w,12.10.-g
Explicit black hole solutions in string theory are of
fundamental importance in order to address their micro-
scopic properties. A well-known string compactification
is M-theory on T 7, which is described in the low-energy
regime by N = 8 supergravity [1, 2]. Such compacti-
fications admit an SL(2,Z)3 ⊂ E7(7)(Z) “S − T − U”
triality symmetry, which is still present as a continuous
symmetry in the truncation to N = 2 supergravity cou-
pled to three vector multiplets, also known as the STU
model [3, 4]. Beautiful structures and cancellations have
been identified in N = 8 supergravity in perturbation
theory, see e.g. [5]. The entropy of N = 8 extremal black
holes has also been identified as describing qubit entan-
glement measures in quantum information systems [6].
Quite strikingly, finding the black hole that generates,
under U-dualities, all single-centered, stationary black
holes of N = 8 supergravity has been a long, but uncom-
pleted, program. In this letter we complete this program
by presenting this generating solution in a manageable
form and discuss some of its properties.
A rotating black hole admitting 5 out of the 8 indepen-
dent electromagnetic charges of the STU model suffices
to generate a general solution [7, 8]. Since there are 4
gauge fields on an equal footing, it is simpler to present
explicitly the more general solution with 8 independent
charges. Moreover, keeping the NUT charge on the same
footing as the mass allows for a simplifying SO(2) sym-
metry which we break as a last step to discuss asymp-
totically flat black holes. Global transformations of the
matter fields, leaving the metric invariant, lead to the
general solution of N = 8 supergravity. Known subcases
of the generating solution include [9–20]; see also [21–28]
for extremal branches. We obtained the general solution
by starting with a Kerr–Taub–NUT solution, compacti-
fying the time direction, and then acting with SO(4, 4)
three-dimensional hidden symmetries [17, 29, 30] (mag-
netic charging and then electric charging). It was then
simplified after lengthy algebraic manipulations and us-
ing the insights of previously known subcases. Full de-
tails of the generating procedure and generalizations to
N = 2, U(1)4 gauged supergravity will appear elsewhere
[31, 32].
Lagrangian. The bosonic fields of the theory are the
metric gµν , 4 U(1) gauge fields A
I , 3 dilatons ϕi, and
3 axions χi, with I = 1, 2, 3, 4 and i = 1, 2, 3. In the
duality frame with gauge fields (A1, A˜2, A˜3, A
4) obtained
by T 2 reduction of 6d bosonic string theory, the bosonic
Lagrangian is [4, 17, 33]
L = R ⋆ 1− 12
∑3
i=1(⋆dϕi ∧ dϕi + e2ϕi ⋆ dχi ∧ dχi)
− 12e−ϕ1(eϕ2+ϕ3 ⋆ F1 ∧ F1 + eϕ2−ϕ3 ⋆ F˜2 ∧ F˜2
+ e−ϕ2+ϕ3 ⋆ F˜3 ∧ F˜3 + e−ϕ2−ϕ3 ⋆ F 4 ∧ F 4)
+ χ1(F1 ∧ F 4 + F˜2 ∧ F˜3), (1)
where F I = dAI , F˜I = dA˜I , and
F1 = F 1 + χ2F˜3 + χ3F˜2 − χ2χ3F 4,
F˜2 = F˜2 − χ2F 4, F˜3 = F˜3 − χ3F 4. (2)
The Kaluza–Klein reduction of 5d N = 2 supergrav-
ity coupled to two vector multiplets with prepotential
F (X) = −X1X2X3/X0 in the gauge X0 = 1 (see e.g.
[34]) can be obtained by dualizing A1 in favor of A˜1 as
F1 = eϕ1−ϕ2−ϕ3 ⋆ (F˜1 − χ1F 4) (3)
2and setting X i = xi + iyi, with xi = χi and yi = e
−ϕi .
The U(1)4 truncation and ungauged limit ofN = 8 SO(8)
gauged supergravity is recovered by dualizing A˜2 and A˜3
and by performing an S-duality [33]. All gauge fields AI
are then on equal footing.
The general solution. The solution depends on 11 in-
dependent parameters: the mass, NUT and rotation pa-
rameters (m, n, a); and electric (δI) and magnetic (γI)
charge parameters. The physical charges correspond to
these parameters in a complicated way. In particular, the
mass M and NUT charge N are
M = mµ1 + nµ2, N = mν1 + nν2, (4)
where µ1, µ2, ν1, ν2 are functions of (δI , γI) written in
(43) in the appendix.
The electric and magnetic charges are given quite sur-
prizingly in terms of the mass and NUT charges as
QI = 2
∂M
∂δI
, P I = −2∂N
∂δI
. (5)
We define ρ1I , ρ
2
I , π
I
1 , π
I
2 in terms of (δI , γI) by
QI ≡ mρ1I + nρ2I , P I ≡ mπI1 + nπI2 . (6)
The metric of the general solution is
ds2 = −R− U
W
(dt+ ω3)
2
+W
(
dr2
R
+
du2
U
+
RU
a2(R− U) dφ
2
)
, (7)
where
W 2 = (R− U)2 + (2Nu+ L)2 + 2(R− U) (2Mr + V ) ,
ω3 =
2N(u− n)R+ U(L+ 2Nn)
a(R− U) dφ, (8)
R(r) = r2 − 2mr + a2 − n2, U(u) = a2 − (u− n)2,
and L(r) and V (u) are linear functions given in (45). The
fact that W and ω3 can be solely expressed in terms of
R, U and linear functions has not been noticed before.
The gauge fields and dual gauge fields take the form
AI = ζI(dt+ ω3) +A
I
3, A˜I = ζ˜I(dt+ ω3) + A˜3I , (9)
where the 3d gauge fields and scalars are given by
W 2ζI =
1
2
∂(W 2)
∂δI
(10)
= (R − U)(QIr + ∂V
∂δI
) + (L+ 2Nu)(
∂L
∂δI
− P Iu),
W 2ζ˜I = (R − U)(P Ir + V˜I) + (L + 2Nu)(QIu+ L˜I),
AI3 =
P I(u− n)
a
dφ+
U
a(R − U)
(
P Iu− ∂L
∂δI
)
dφ,
A˜3I = −QI(u − n)
a
dφ− U
a(R− U)
(
QIu+ L˜I
)
dφ,
where L˜I(r), V˜I(u) are the linear functions given in (45).
Note that the gauge fields AI can be built solely from
functions already appearing in the metric. More pre-
cisely, we note the very elegant relation
AI =W
∂
∂δI
(−W−1(dt+ ω3)) . (11)
The scalar fields are
χi =
fi
r2 + u2 + gi
, eϕi =
r2 + u2 + gi
W
, (12)
where
fi = 2(mr + nu)ξi1 + 2(mu− nr)ξi2 + 4(m2 + n2)ξi3,
gi = 2(mr + nu)ηi1 + 2(mu− nr)ηi2 + 4(m2 + n2)ηi3,
and ξi1, ξi2, ξi3, ηi1, ηi2, ηi3 given in (47), are functions
of (δI , γI). The orientation is fixed by εtrφu = 1.
The black hole inner and outer horizons are at r = r±,
the roots of R(r). Letting u = n+ a cos θ gives the usual
spherical polar angle θ ∈ [0, π]. φ is the usual azimuthal
coordinate with period 2π. The scalar moduli, which
can be read from the asymptotic behavior of the scalar
fields as X i = X i∞ + O(r
−1) are fixed to trivial values
X∞i = i for i = 1, 2, 3. For asymptotically flat solutions,
we cancel the NUT charge by setting
n = n0 ≡ −mν1/ν2. (13)
If δI = 0 and γI = 0, then we have the Ricci-flat
Kerr–Taub–NUT solution, which we used as the starting
point. If δI = δ and γI = γ, then we have the dy-
onic Kerr–Newman–Taub–NUT solution [9] of Einstein–
Maxwell theory. If δ2 = δ3 = δ4 = γ2 = γ3 = γ4 = 0 and
N = 0, then we have the dyonic rotating black hole of
Kaluza–Klein theory [11, 14, 15]. If γI = 0, then we have
the 4-charge Cveticˇ–Youm solution with NUT charge
[13, 17]. If δ1 = δ2, γ1 = γ2 and δ3 = δ4 = γ3 = γ4 = 0,
then we have the Einstein–Maxwell–dilaton–axion solu-
tion of [10]. If δ1 = δ4, δ2 = δ3, γ1 = γ4, γ2 = γ3, then
we have the dyonic rotating black hole of U(1)2 N = 2
supergravity [16]. If δ2 = δ3 = δ4, γ2 = γ3 = γ4 and
γ1 = 0, then we have the reduction of a 5d black string
[20]. If P 4 = Q2 = Q3 = Q4 = 0 and N = 0, then
we have an analytic continuation of the solution of [18].
If a = 0, then we have static solutions, for which the
generating solution with 5 independent electromagnetic
charges is known [12]. Extremal, asymptotically flat, ro-
tating black holes were studied in [19].
Thermodynamics. We henceforth restrict to asymptot-
ically flat solutions, which have vanishing NUT charge,
by setting n = n0. Note that derivatives with respect to
δI must be done before setting n = n0. The mass is M
and the electromagnetic charges are normalized in geo-
metric units as QI =
1
4QI and P
I
= 14P
I . The angular
3momentum, which can be obtained by a Komar integral,
is
J = m(ν21 + ν
2
2 )a/ν2. (14)
The Killing generator is ξµ+∂µ = ∂t +Ω+∂φ with angular
velocity Ω+ = a/L(r+). The entropy and temperature
are
S+ = πL(r+), T+ = (r+ −m)/2πL(r+). (15)
In the static case, the functionW (r+, u) defined in (8) re-
duces to L(r+), and so these quantities can be expressed
in terms of W . The electric potential ΦI+ = ξ
µ
+A
I
µ(r+)
and magnetic potential Ψ+I = ξ
µ
+A˜
I
µ(r+) at the horizon
are
ΦI+ =
1
L
(
∂L
∂δI
− n0P I
)∣∣∣
r+
, Ψ+I =
L˜I + n0QI
L
∣∣∣
r+
.
These quantities obey the first law and Smarr relation,
δM = T+ δS+ +Ω+ δJ +Φ
I
+ δQI +Ψ
+
I δP
I
, (16)
M = 2T+S+ + 2Ω+J +Φ
I
+QI +Ψ
+
I P
I
. (17)
Note that in the non-extremal case, the attractor mech-
anism [35] does not apply and the entropy depends upon
the scalar moduli X i∞, i = 1, 2, 3 in addition to the con-
served charges, S+ = S+(M,J,QI , P
I , X i∞). However,
the Smarr relation does not depend upon the scalar mod-
uli [29]. Moreover, since the scalar moduli are fixed here
X i∞ = i, the usual first law applies [36].
Cayley hyperdeterminant. In several upcoming formulae,
we will use the quartic invariant ∆(QI , P
I),
∆ = 116 [4(Q1Q2Q3Q4 + P
1P 2P 3P 4)
+ 2
∑
J<K QJQKP
JPK −∑J (QJ)2(P J)2]. (18)
The invariant is a Cayley hyperdeterminant, see e.g. [37],
manifestly invariant under SL(2,R)3 upon rewriting as
∆ = 132ǫ
aa′ǫbb
′
ǫcc
′
ǫdd
′
ǫee
′
ǫff
′
aabcaa′b′daefc′ae′f ′d′ (19)
with ǫab = ǫ[ab], ǫ01 = 1 and components aabc given by
(a000, a111) = −(Q1, P 1), (a001, a110) = (P 2, Q2),
(a010, a101) = (P
3, Q3), (a011, a100) = (Q4, P
4).
This invariant is a special case of a more general E7(7)
quartic invariant [38].
Supersymmetric limit. In the static case a = 0, we take
the limit ǫ→ 0 while scaling m ∼ ǫ, δI ∼ ǫ0, eγI ∼ ǫ−1/2.
Then, R = r2 and the temperature vanishes. The quartic
invariant is non-negative ∆ ≥ 0 and the entropy is S+ =
2π
√
∆. The mass saturates the BPS bound which, in the
case of trivial scalar moduli, reads as (see e.g. [4])
M2 =
∑
I,J(QIQJ + P
I
P
J
). (20)
This indicates that the solution is supersymmetric. The
resulting metric takes the isotropic form
ds2 = −r2W−1(r) dt2 +W (r)r−2(dr2 + r2 dΩ2), (21)
and the scalar fields admit a non-trivial radial profile
interpolating between the attractor values at the horizon
and trivial values at infinity, as imposed by asymptotic
flatness. Up to U-dualities, the black hole reduces to the
one discussed in [21, 22].
Near-horizon limit of extremal fast rotating case. The
extremal and maximally rotating limit is achieved for
a =
√
m2 + n20. There is a degenerate horizon at r =
r+ = r− = m. The near-horizon limit (see e.g. [39]) is
ds2 =W+[−r2dt2 + dr2/r2 + du2/U + Γ2(dφ+ kr dt)2],
AI = f I(dφ+ kr dt) + eI dφ/k,
A˜I = f˜I(dφ+ kr dt) + e˜I dφ/k, (22)
where W+ =W |r=r+ , and
Γ2(u) = L2U/a2W 2+|r=r+ , k = 2(mν2 − n0ν1)Ω+,
f I(u) = −L[ζI + (ν1πI1 + ν2πI2)/2(ν21 + ν22 )]/a|r=r+ ,
f˜I(u) = −L[ζ˜I − (ν1ρ1I + ν2ρ2I)/2(ν21 + ν22 )]/a|r=r+ ,
eI = 2(mν2 − n0ν1)ΦI+ − n0πI1 +mπI2 ,
e˜I = 2(mν2 − n0ν1)Ψ+I + n0ρ1I −mρ2I . (23)
The geometry has the expected enhanced SL(2,R)×U(1)
symmetry [40] and the expected functional form [41].
The entropy takes the form
S+ = 2π
√
∆+ J2. (24)
Assuming J > 0, it is reproduced by Cardy’s formula
for a chiral sector of a CFT with central charge cJ and
temperature TJ ,
S+ =
1
3π
2cJTJ ,
cJ = 12J, TJ = 1/2πk. (25)
in accordance with the Kerr/CFT conjecture [42]. A dis-
tinct description of the entropy is in terms of Cardy’s
formula S+ =
1
3π
2cQ1TQ1 for a chiral sector of a CFT
with central charge cQ1 = 6∂∆/∂Q1 and temperature
TQ1 = 1/2πe
1, which generalizes [43, 44]. More explic-
itly,
cQ1 = 6Q2Q3Q4 + 3P
1(P 2Q2 + P
3Q3 + P
4Q4 − P 1Q1).
In fact, eight Cardy formulae hold, one for each electric or
magnetic charge, with central charges and temperatures
cQI = 6
∂∆
∂QI
, cP I = 6
∂∆
∂P
I
, (26)
TQI =
1
2πeI
, TP I =
1
2πe˜I
. (27)
4Near-horizon limit of extremal slow rotating case. The
extremal limit with slow rotation is defined as
m ∼ ǫ2m, n ∼ ǫn, a ∼ ǫa, eγ1 ∼ ǫ−1eγ1 (28)
with ǫ → 0 and the remaining parameters (γ2, γ3, γ4, δI ,
I = 1, 2, 3, 4) unscaled. There are four distinct limits
depending on the choice of γI , I = 1, 2, 3, 4 that is blown
up. By permutation symmetry, all limits lead to the same
metric. Since n0 = O(ǫ), one can set the NUT charge
to zero by setting the final n = n0. Besides angular
momentum, the solution admits 4 independent electric
and 4 independent magnetic charges. The temperature
T+ and the angular velocity Ω+ vanish. We find ∆ ≤ 0,
which indicates that there are no BPS black holes with
finite area in this class. The entropy reads as
S+ = 2π
√
−∆− J2. (29)
When only Q1, P
1, J are non-zero, the solution matches
with the 4-dimensional reduction of extremal solutions of
5-dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory [11, 14, 15].
In the near-horizon limit (see e.g. [39]), the metric and
gauge fields take the simple form
ds2 =W+[−r2dt2 + dr2/r2 + dθ2 + Γ2(dφ− kr dt)2],
AI = f I(dφ− krdt) − eIdφ/k,
A˜I = f˜I(dφ− krdt) − e˜Idφ/k, (30)
with
W+ = 2
√
−∆− J2 cos2 θ, k = J/
√
−∆+ J2,
Γ2 = sin2 θ
−∆− J2
−∆− J2 cos2 θ ,
f I = Γ2 csc2 θ(P I cos θ + eI/k), (31)
f˜I = Γ
2 csc2 θ(−QI cos θ + e˜I/k),
eI =
−2√−∆− J2
∂∆
∂QI
, e˜I =
−2√−∆− J2
∂∆
∂P I
.
The geometry only depends upon the quartic invariant
and the angular momentum and it admits the expected
enhanced SL(2,R)× U(1) symmetry [40]. Following the
Kerr/CFT conjecture [42], the entropy is reproduced by
Cardy’s formula (25) with central charge cJ = 12J and
TJ = 1/2πk. Eight other Cardy formulae hold, one for
each electric or magnetic charge, with central charges and
temperatures
cQI = −6
∂∆
∂QI
, cP I = −6
∂∆
∂P
I
, (32)
TQI =
1
2πeI
, TP I =
1
2πe˜I
. (33)
This generalizes the analysis performed in [45] for the
Kaluza-Klein black hole.
Properties of horizons. At the inner horizon r = r−,
the Killing generator is ξµ− ∂µ = ∂t +Ω− ∂φ, where again
Ω− = a/L, but evaluated at r = r−. Electromagnetic
potentials at the inner horizon ΦI− and Ψ
−
I are defined
analogously. Formally similar expressions hold for the
quantities S− ≥ 0 and T− ≤ 0 defined at the inner hori-
zon, even though we lack a clear interpretation of these
quantities. The first law (16) and Smarr relation (17)
also hold at the inner horizon. The two horizon areas
have the mass-independent product
S+S−/(2π)
2 = J2 +∆(QI , P
I). (34)
Some special cases are discussed in [48–50]. We next note
the Cardy-like formulae
S+ =
π2
3
cJ
−2T−
Ω− − Ω+ =
π2
3
cQ1
−2T−
Φ1− − Φ1+
. (35)
One also has S+T+ + S−T− = 0 and Ω+S+ = Ω−S−.
The first relation in (35) can then also be written as
8π2J = Ω+S+(T
−1
+ + T
−1
− ). (36)
It is straightforward to derive from the above that
SL =
1
2 (S+ + S−), SR =
1
2 (S+ − S−) (37)
are non-negative and, as functions of (M,J,QI , P
I , X i∞),
obey ∂SL/∂J = 0, ∂SR/∂J = −4π2J/SR. Integrating
gives SR = 2π
√−J2 + F , where
F (M,QI , P
I , X i∞) = m
4(ν21 + ν
2
2)
3/ν42 . (38)
Using (34), we then obtain the expected Cardy form for
the non-extremal black hole entropy [13, 46, 47]
S+ = 2π
(√
∆+ F +
√
−J2 + F). (39)
We emphasize that F appears symmetrically under the
left and right square roots. The entropy and angular mo-
mentum are U-duality invariant because they are defined
with respect to the E7(7)-invariant metric. The quartic
invariant is E7(7) invariant by construction. Therefore, F
admits an E7(7) invariant generalization, that remains to
be identified. This invariant will generically depend upon
the scalar moduli since the entropy does. Its physics is
related to non-BPS black holes since F = 0 in the BPS
limit.
Killing tensors. In this section, we consider a more gen-
eral metric. The metric (7) can be written in the form
ds2 = −R− U
W
dt2 − (LuR+ LrU)
aW
2 dt dφ
+
(W 2r U −W 2uR)
a2W
dφ2 +W
(
dr2
R
+
du2
U
)
, (40)
where
W 2 = (R− U)(W 2r /R−W 2u/U) + (LuR+ LrU)2/RU.
5Let R,Wr and Lr be arbitrary functions of r; and U , Wu
and Lu arbitrary functions of u. Define the string frame
metric ds˜2 = (r2 + u2) ds2/W , with inverse given by
(r2 + u2)
(
∂
∂s˜
)2
= R∂2r + U ∂
2
u +
(
W 2u
U
− W
2
r
R
)
∂2t
− a
(
Lr
R
+
Lu
U
)
2 ∂t ∂φ + a
2
(
1
U
− 1
R
)
∂2φ. (41)
The string frame metric has a Killing–Sta¨ckel tensor
K˜µν = K˜(µν), satisfying ∇(µK˜νρ) = 0, given by
K˜µν ∂µ ∂ν = U
−1(W 2u ∂
2
t − 2aLu ∂t ∂φ + a2 ∂2φ)
+ U ∂2u − u2(∂/∂s˜)2. (42)
It is generically irreducible, i.e. not a linear combina-
tion of the metric and products of Killing vectors. This
induces a conformal Killing–Sta¨ckel tensor Qµν , satis-
fying ∇(µQνρ) = q(µgνρ) for some qµ, for the Einstein
frame metric ds2, with components given by Qµν = K˜µν .
The string frame components (r2 + u2)g˜µν separate as
sums of functions of r and of u, so the string frame
Hamilton–Jacobi equation for geodesic motion separates.
The Einstein frame massless Hamilton–Jacobi and mas-
sive Klein–Gordon equations separate. Special cases of
these (conformal) Killing–Sta¨ckel tensors are in [51, 52].
Separability of the Klein-Gordon equation makes the
analysis of [53] applicable to the general black hole, which
will therefore admit hidden conformal symmetries.
Conclusion. We derived the most general asymptotically
flat black hole of N = 8 supergravity in the U-duality
frame corresponding to the STU model. The asymptoti-
cally flat solution obeys the first law of thermodynamics;
its entropy has the expected Cardy form in the super-
symmetric, extremal fast and slow rotating limits and
in the general case; it obeys a product of areas formula;
and a conformally related metric admits a Killing–Sta¨ckel
tensor. The most interesting property of the black hole
might be its entropy, which depends upon a mysterious
E7(7) invariant quantity which is independent from solely
the quartic invariant and the mass. An outstanding chal-
lenge remains to microscopically account for its entropy.
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Appendix. Here are the remaining details of the solu-
tion. We denote sδI = sinh δI , cδI = cosh δI , sδI...J =
sδI . . . sδJ , cδI...J = cδI . . . cδJ , and similarly for γ instead
of δ. The coefficients for the mass and NUT charge are
µ1 = 1 +
∑
I [
1
2 (s
2
δI + s
2
γI)− s2δIs2γI ] + 12
∑
I,J s
2
δIs
2
γJ ,
µ2 =
∑
I sδIcδI [(sγI/cγI)cγ1234 − (cγI/sγI)sγ1234],
ν1 =
∑
I sγIcγI [(cδI/sδI)sδ1234 − (sδI/cδI)cδ1234],
ν2 = ι−D, (43)
where
ι = cδ1234cγ1234 + sδ1234sγ1234
+
∑
I<J cδ1234(sδIJ/cδIJ)(cγIJ/sγIJ)sγ1234,
D = cδ1234sγ1234 + sδ1234cγ1234
+
∑
I<J cδ1234(sδIJ/cδIJ)(sγIJ/cγIJ)cγ1234. (44)
The linear functions appearing in the solution are
L(r) = 2(−nν1 +mν2)r + 4(m2 + n2)D,
L˜I(r) = (mρ
2
I − nρ1I)r − 4(m2 + n2)D˜I ,
V (u) = 2(nµ1 −mµ2)u+ 2(m2 + n2)C,
V˜I(u) = (nπ
I
1 −mπI2)u + 2(m2 + n2)C˜I , (45)
where
D˜I = (sγI/cγI)cγ1234s
2
δI − (cγI/sγI)sγ1234c2δI ,
C = 1 +
∑
I(s
2
δIc
2
γI + s
2
γIc
2
δI) +
∑
I<J(s
2
δIJ + s
2
γIJ)
+
∑
I 6=J s
2
δIs
2
γJ +
∑
I
∑
J<K(s
2
δIs
2
γJK + s
2
γIs
2
δJK)
+ 2
∑
I<J [sδ1234cδ1234(sγIJ/cδIJ)(cγIJ/sδIJ)
+ s2δ1234(s
2
γIJ/s
2
δIJ) + sδIJsγIJcδIJcγIJ
+ s2δIJs
2
γIJ ]− ν21 − ν22 ,
C˜I = (sδ1234 − cδ1234)C˜II + 2sγIcγIsδ1234(2 +
∑
K s
2
γK)
+
∑
J 6=I [cδ1234sδIJ/cδIJ − sδ1234cδIJ/sδIJ ]C˜IJ
+ 2
∑
J 6=I sγJcγJ [(sδIJ/cδIJ)cδ1234(s
2
γI + s
2
γJ)
− (cδIJ/sδIJ)sδ1234
∑
K 6=I,J s
2
γK ],
C˜IJ = 2(1 + 2s
2
δI)sγ1234[(2 +
∑
K 6=J s
−2
γK)sγ1234cγJ/sγJ
− (1 + 2s2γJ)cγ1234/(sγJcγJ)]
+ 2s2δIsγJcγJ(1 +
∑
K s
2
γK). (46)
The coefficients for the i = 1 scalars are
ξ11 = [(sδ123cδ4 − cδ123sδ4)sγ1cγ1 + (1↔ 4)]
− ((1, 4)↔ (2, 3)),
ξ12 = [
1
2 (cδ23sγ14 + cγ14sδ23)(cδ14cγ23 + sγ23sδ14)
+ sδ1sγ4cδ4cγ1(sδ2sγ2cδ3cγ3 + sδ3sγ3cδ2cγ2)
+ (1↔ 4)]− ((1, 4)↔ (2, 3)),
ξ13 = [(sδ134cδ2c
2
γ2 + cδ134sδ2s
2
γ2)sγ3cγ3 + (2↔ 3)]
− ((1, 4)↔ (2, 3)),
η11 = s
2
δ2 + s
2
δ3 + s
2
γ1 + s
2
γ4 + (s
2
δ2 + s
2
δ3)(s
2
γ1 + s
2
γ4)
+ (s2δ2 − s2δ3)(s2γ3 − s2γ2),
6η12 = 2sδ2cδ2(cγ2sγ134 − sγ2cγ134) + (2↔ 3),
η13 = 2sδ23cδ23(sγ23cγ23 + sγ14cγ14) + s
2
δ23(1 +
∑
I s
2
γI)
+ (s2δ2 + s
2
δ3 + 2s
2
δ23)(s
2
γ14 + s
2
γ23)
+ s2δ2s
2
γ2 + s
2
δ3s
2
γ3 + s
2
γ14. (47)
The results for i = 2 and i = 3 are obtained by respec-
tively interchanging indices 1 ↔ 2 and 1 ↔ 3. In our
parametrization, the quartic invariant (18) is
∆ = (m2 + n20)
2(4ιD − ν21). (48)
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